INTRODUCTION
The ideas of Granada and of amorous frustration, such as appear in
the song of the Three Manolas - they who carried up to the Alhambra
their unmarried girls' loneliness - probably gave birth, among other
things, to Dona Rosita. Most times Federico needed the support of some
sort of reality, even a poetic or a musical one, upon which to construct.
A searching analysis of the elements of direct reality which enter
either into his poetry or his drama would surprise one. Anyone could
identify many of these elements. Del Rio,1 in his profound study, has
already done this in part. I could identify many events or allusions to
events out of real life; others, only the poet could point out, but the
greater part perhaps not even the poet himself could identify. I say this
because sometimes he assimilated these elements out of reality until he
made them his own flesh. I doubt that he could have recognized the
precise origin of some of the analogies between animals and water, and
blood and water that so abound in his poetry. One time Dolores was
describing the birth of a spring and in her picturesque and vivid speech
she said: '... and imagine, a bull of water rose up'. I remembered the
impression this admirable phrase made on Federico, for it appears later,
more or less transformed, but particularly in these lines from the
Balladeer:
The heavy water bullocks
charge against the boys
• who bathe inside the moons
of their curving horns.
In this regard I remember a curious incident. During an excursion to
the Sierra Nevada, the mule driver who was leading sang to himself:
So I took her to the river,
thinking she was a maiden,
but she had a husband.
Some time later, one day when we were speaking of the ballad of* The
Faithless Wife', I reminded Federico of the mule driver's song. To my
enormous surprise, he had completely forgotten it. He thought the
first three lines of the ballad were as much his as the rest of the poem.
More than that, I thought I could tell that he did not like my insistence,
for he continued to believe that I was mistaken.
The references that del Rio makes to the factual bases of some of the
poems out of Poet in New York show that Federico's essential attitude
toward poetry and his poetic resources and technique are the same
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